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The Ultimate Guide to Successful Makeup and Skincare for each and every Woman of Color Who Wants to Look and Feel
Her Best* A complete report on cosmetic products, tools to use, and professional techniques to design your best look*
The very best products for your skin layer type and the very best colors for your complexion* What corrective cosmetics
to get and what regular skincare regimen to follow* Solutions to your beauty problems, including nutrition, nail care,
and hair care* Great advice from the ladies whose looks you love""This is actually the book we have been waiting for.
author, Style NoirThis internationally acclaimed make-up and skincare handbook and guideline has shown thousands and
thousands of women how to effectively present their own beauty.""-Susan Taylor, Essence magazine""This wonderful
reserve will empower you to end up being knowledgeable, well-groomed, confident, and successful.""-Upscale
magazine""Alfred Fornay provides exemplified perfection in the beauty and fashion industry. It is the ultimate guide for
each woman of color who would like to radiate her beauty.""-Constance White, former style reporter, the brand new
York Times;""-Naomi Sims, superstar model; author, ABOUT Health insurance and Beauty for the Dark Woman""Before
black females knew which method to carefully turn, where to look to affirm their beauty, and find the tools to enhance
their beauty, there was Alfred, setting the speed. His design, e'lan, and foresight have been emulated by countless
others. Fornay is a get better at.
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Excellent Skin Care Book! However it is great for that budding young lady just learning how to take care of her pores and
skin. I would've liked to observe some of these in color, but the lack therefore does not take apart from the value of the
info. Definitely an excellent buy if you're looking to do ideal by your skin. Waste of money This book was a waste of
money I thought it had been about actual application but its not. This book is very informative and Alfred Fornay does a
great job at explaining using great detail and charts. A very useful reference, I simply can't get over the colour or the
shortage there of. If you're brand-new ...The book includes tips and sorts for skincare in addition to techniques for
application; I am a professional photographer; Three Stars Okay Good book Great book with lots of good information. I
like it nonetheless it is a little dated I like it but it is just a little dated. Color would be great How will you have a book
on makeup in 'dark and white'? If you are new to make-up this will be okay for explaining basic skin care and color
theory for WOC. make me beautiful Excellent One Star Not worth it My wife loved this book My wife loved this
publication. She is Kenyan in fact it is difficult to find make-up and skin care for dark females of color. If printing price
was a problem; charge even more for the reserve but include color pictures. This is an basic level book. very exacting in
its delivery. This is an basic level book.If the publishers to push out a color edition; and I believe they should, I'd
purchase a second copy just for the color images. I bought this reserve for my wife. The content is excellent except that
the pictures are not in color.
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